
 

Postcode Do you have any other comments  

5000 Dog parks are the only place that unleashed dogs should be allowed. 

5007 Except during weekends and school holidays I feel beaches should be off lead areas other 
than in immediate vicinities around the jetty and major car parks. Too many times dog 
owners are restricted in letting dogs make the most of the beach when there is no one else 
there, because of the 10am-8pm on lead rules. If dogs are under effective control and have 
responsible owners then I think they should be allowed on the beach any time of day, with 
some restrictions around school holidays and the jetty etc. 

5007 If dogs are under control off-leash would be amazing to scrap the daylight savings beach 
restrictions!! Really unfair this applies during summer 

5008 More access to bags for dog excrement 

5008 So many irresponsible idiots walking their dogs off the leash & causing dog fights & harm. 
Needs to be stopped ASAP. 

5008 Most of my answers was for defined areas. Who defines the areas?  
It would be good to have the opportunity to be involved in the decision making. 

5008 People to be more responsible for their own dogs at all times. Dangerous dogs should 
never be off lead out of one's property. 

5008 Allowing on leash and off lease dog areas in the same parks/beaches is also important for 
those dog owners who have dogs that arent dog friendly and still want to be out with their 
dog :) Not all dogs love other dogs but love being at the beach or park 

5008 The current rules don't take into consideration the fact that there is rarely anyone at the 
beach in the middle of the day on a work day. As a shift worker, this is often when I want to 
take my dog off leash to the beach. Often the beach is totally empty and my dog off leash 
wouldn't be annoying anyone. There should either be a different rule for weekends to 
weekdays, or there should be a couple of off leash areas at all times. I would happily drive 
to a specific location that I know is off leash, and those who don't like dogs off leash can 
avoid this area. 

5010 I would like to see greater restrictions in relation to dogs being on leads at all times in a 
public are. Some children and adults have a fear of dogs, and I don't know why their 
feelings and concerns seem to be less than what a dog owner wants. I'm happy for dogs to 
have their time on the beach, others can avoid those times, but any other public place 
needs to be safe for everyone.  
There are so many dog parks now, there isn't a need for them to run free wherever 

5010 I would like to see the council review the length of leads required. 
2m is great for atreet walking, but a 5m lead is amazing for beach/park walking where 
offlead isnt appropriate. The longer lead reflects the larger space, and I believe having the 
option will increase the number of people who comply with being ON lead. 

5010 No 
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5010 My dog is very well behaved but is a welfare dog and does not like interaction with other 
dogs. When dogs are off the lead and approach him he will fight, which is why he is always 
on the lead. I wish other dog owners could respect that he is not interested in interaction 
and to put their dogs on the lead when other dogs are around. 

5010 a dog park including the sand and water but fenced in at the beach would be great, 
somewhere to let them swim and have fun without bothering others 

5010 I think the rules as we have them now are fine. 

5011 My gentle greyhound cannot play, or run anywhere.  Antiquated rules apply to greyhounds. 
She lives with a chihuahua and a terrier, and they dominate her and she has no interest in  
hurting anything.  They can run free in parks, and they are a pair of buggers. 

5012 Well designated areas on the beach for off leash dogs and on leash will allow for use by 
both groups at all times of the day. 

5012 Dog breeds like Pit Bull, Bull Mastiff, saffies etc. should be on a lead and muzzled at all 
times or banned from dog parks and reserves. Under effective control is a grey area. 
People think they have control but they dont.  Puppies under 6 months should be on a lead 
at all times at all reserves, parks and the beach for their own safety. There should also be 
no dog under the age of 16 week vaccinations. I see so many irresponsible owners having 
10 week old puppies on the beach and in parks etc. Take them out in a pram like I did to 
socialise your dog; dont let it on the ground not fully vaccinated. Also dont take your dog to 
a reserve, park or beach if it is unwell.  PAEC need to have more bag dispensers for picking 
up dog droppings. I always have a bag, but I see so many droppings around its terrible. 
They also need to be refilled regularly. The walking park near me is frequently out of bags 
an not enough dispenser stations. 

5012 I believe a lot of the areas with playgrounds and close to busy roads (medika boulevard, 
john croci reserve, for examples) should be on-leash as there is the potential for dogs to run 
onto the roads or run into the playgrounds 

5013 I think the current arrangement on the beaches is a reasonable compromise. (Where a 
compromise is defined as a solution that all parties find equally unsatisfactory.)  Some off-
lead parks would help those who cannot get to the beach to exercise their dogs adequately. 
(The never ending sprawl of housing over all uncontrolled land is disgusting; one can only 
hope that those profiting from it will die an early and agonising death.) 

5013 Dogs should be allowed On-Leash (and under effective control) at all parks / public 
reserves where there are playgrounds. I want to be able to take my children to the park and 
the dogs for a walk at the same time, but at the moment I can't. 

5013 Dogs off leash at the beach not in designated areas are a menace especially when others 
have dogs on lead. It is the off leash ones who attack on lead dogs and then don't take 
responsibility 

5013 People that can not control their dogs off leash should not allow their dogs off the lead. 

5013 People with cognitive issues can get confused by having to deal with allowed time periods, 
it would be easier to have an area permanently designated as off leash at all times. 
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5014 I would like to see some of the central median strips of port rd between Queenstown and 
Alberton to include some fenced off leash dog run areas. These open spaces are under-
utilised and the fences could be set back enough with gates on each side for safe road 
crossing for all pedestrians/users. A free run amongst the palms before ducking back home 
into household streets on a leash would be great. 

5014 i believe the current times with dogs on and off leash on the beach work well. ive been 
taking my dog down to sema4 for 10 years now and have rarely seen a problem. It would 
be of great distress to dog owners and dogs to ever change to make in on leash only, in 
winter time the only people down there are dog walkers. I believe the only people who want 
this changed, are people with no dogs or dog owners who cant control their dog off leash 
therefore, want to penalise everyone else. We are a happy bunch down there, dont  change 
that for us please 

5014 Dogs are residents too, they should undertake specific training in order for them to be able 
to be active citizens and free to run and be happy in their local parks/beaches. My dig is 
excellent off leash and loves to gallivant about at the beach and some large ovals, however 
it's dogs who aren't ready to be out, who bound over to my dog, their owners no where to 
be seen. I will not let my dig approach another dog, and he wont approach another dig, 
unless he sees me speaking to the owner. If I notice a dog on a leash, I trust my dog 
enough to not approach it, however I still put him on leash out of respect for that dog and 
owner who may be training. I think of there were more designated off leash beaches for well 
trained dogs, it would make beach trips much more relaxing and less stressful. 

5014 We are losing the Croquet Club/dog park, where our dogs can run off-lead. 
Council needs to supply another big area for dogs off-lead 

5014 I would love to see a dog park in or near Alberton.  It doesn't need to have fancy 
landscaping.  Just a fenced area on one of the parks which are already there.  I take my 
daughters dog to the Woodville dog park on Oval Avenue and all it is is grass and trees and 
the dogs love it and the people love it.  It would be great to be able to walk to a dog park. 

5014 Given that the beaches are mostly empty of people after 6-7pm, it would be great to have 
dogs off leash from 6 or 7pm or at least have part of Semaphore Beach an off leash area, 
preferably bigger than the 500m at Glenelg North which is not big enough for your dog to 
get a good amount of exercise. 

5014 I have a retired Greyhound, these dogs are NEVER allowed off leash.  
I have been on Semaphore Beach and have had dogs rushing up to say Hello to my boy. 
Fair enough....but sometimes there is no control on the owners behalf. "It's ok he's friendly" 
but do they not understand or realize that not all Greyhounds or Other dogs like to be 
"monstered". Some "Greys" are very reserved, scared even when they are suddenly fronted 
with a "friendly dog". I"m very fortunate that my Grey is very affable . My friend's Grey is 
scared to death, he was viciously attacked by a "friendly dog" and now he hates going for 
walks. It's very sad to see him cowering and whimpering in fear.   
All I'm saying is can there be a leaflet or brochure sent out to all dog owners, requesting 
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respect and good manners from everyone, as all dogs are not the same. 
Yours Truly Trisha Mack 

5014 We need some more dog parks around the area as we don't have any local dog parks 

5014 Daylight saving is to strict as 8pm is to late to take them. I am a shift worker and even if not 
I would think the same. 7 pm would be better. There are so many days that there is no one 
on the beach anyway 

5014 James Bailey is completely fenced and secured but is currently a no dogs allowed 
playground and park. It would be so helpful if it had times for dogs allowed. Like after 8pm 
daily dogs allowed. 

5014 James Bailey is completely fenced and secured but is currently a no dogs allowed 
playground and park. It would be so helpful if it had times for dogs allowed. Like after 8pm 
daily dogs allowed. 

5014 I would like a few more dog parks / dog friendly reserves in the local area 

5014 I have been taking my dog to the large reserve at st clair as the grass is beautiful and there 
is plenty of room.  The other location I go to is the fenced off reserve at crown tce, royal 
park.  The dog park at cheltenham is too small and too far to walk on hot days or with old 
dogs.  I usually take my dog/s to the grassed area near the Port Club and the croquet club, 
but sometimes there is too much dirt and the ground has holes and is uneven.  As we will 
lose the croquet club and grassed area next to the Port club soon - due to the approval of 
the port club developments - these will be the only locations available to us Alberton 
residents which is sad.  It would be awesome to have access to a large, lush grassed area, 
preferable fenced in walking distance in the Alberton area, similar to something like the one 
on Crown terrace.  The council has approved the loss of this green area, therefore its the 
councils obligation to have this replaced, this is a destruction of trees and environment, so 
many beautiful birds live and play in these trees and its a lovely spot to play with your dogs, 
here is hoping the council will do something proactive after allowing destruction to this area.  
The council makes money from dog registration therefore they need to give back to those 
responsible owners who need to exercise their furry loved ones.  I often watch the oldies 
pull up to the croquet club who are not able to walk the distance and have to drive, even 
though they may live not too far to be able to exercise their dogs.  As a shift worker I am 
often trying to exercise my dog before or after shifts which means I don't have time to walk 
the dog too far for a suitable location to exercise, so having something close is a necessity 

5014 Dogs are fine until they arent. Leashed in open spaces is the only way that an owner has 
total control. My dogs are anxious and we go out of our way to avoid other dogs, if another 
dog was to rush ours then we cant be certain as to how they would react. Would be either 
fight or flight. I can control flight, but not fight if the other dog is off leash. 

5014 I have dogs with anxiety at it is hard to take them to the beach as they are very scared of 
other dogs so having on lead designated times is amazing as this means I know when I can 
take my dogs to the beach safely 
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5014 Off leash dogs destroy the natural environment. My dog has issues with other dogs as was 
attacked when he was a puppy, off leash dogs who approach my dog are at risk of being 
harmed even though my dog is wearing a halti 

5014 As long as your dog has good recall why should there be designated times they can be off-
leash. I can't wait until 8pm to take my dogs to the beach, or at least have some beaches 
designated to dog friendly patrons 

5014 Cameras to catch owners who dont pick up dog excreta 

5015 We love walking our dog off leash at almond tree flat. She suffers from anxiety and the dog 
park can be too stressful and the confined space often results in altercations between dogs. 
We never have this problem at the oval. The daylight savings restrictions are important for 
busy beaches at semaphore and Largs, quieter beaches like north haven should be exempt 
from the restrictions so that busy families can exercise dogs all year round. 

5015 We need more of leash areas especially on the beach in summer 

5015 Having moved to Adelaide a few years ago from the east coast, the dog rules here are one 
of the things I really love. In Melbourne and other eastern cities you sometimes have to 
drive for half an hour just to find a place that you can even take your dog. The relaxed dog 
restrictions here on the beach are a definite positive for Adelaide and I would hate to see 
anything more restrictive come in - any issues with dogs being off-leash or out of control 
should be taken up with the individual owner, not by restricting the rest of the community. 

5015 E P Nazer reserve needs a dedicated doggy park to avoid the many people who use the 
reserve for the many sporting activities and is now used far more frequently by sporting 
clubs. There is an area in the North West corner of the park that is currently not used for 
any activity and could easily be fenced off to allow dogs & owners to use this area. More 
rubbish Bins at E P Nazer Reserve and please get better doggy bags the ones you are 
using are hard to get out of the dispenser and then prepare to use especially for older 
citizens. Used some at Charles Sturt council along beach area and they are far more 
suitable and easier to use. 

5015 I feel unsafe walking on the foreshore path t Semaphore in the early morning because 
people let their large dogs run free. 

5015 More off leash parks would be preferred. Dogs should be able to play with other dogs in 
parks. 

5015 The issue for dog control needs to be addressed. Within the last 3 months we have been 
attacked twice walking on paths in the streets around out house. I'm terrified  to go outside 
with dogs or small kids now given how quickly these dogs attack and owners who don't 
control them nor show remorse. We need more safety. 

5015 Common sense should prevail. Eg inspector not harassing people for having their dogs off 
lead when there is nobody else around. 

5015 some how more education for dog owners picking up their dogs poo- this is every where 
you walk their are a lot of good owners - but bad ones as well 
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5015 Dogs off leashed should be under effective control at all times. The onus should be on the 
dog owner to ensure their dog does not approach other people or animals with out consent. 

5015 EP Nazier should be leash free. 

5015 I live in the new dock 1 precinct facing the communal lawn area. Many occupants have 
dogs and due to the nature of the residences, they have no yard or areas for dogs to toilet. 
Many residents allow their dogs to use the lawn area without a leash. This is fine as they 
are all responsible and pick up after their animals. There is one resident that watches any 
dogs not on leads and photographs them. She complains when dogs bark. All dogs here 
will only bark if there is a dog within their direct view. Owners of large or unsocial dogs do 
the right thing and put their pets on a lead. I think that as a responsible dog owner you 
should be able to use your discretion by assessing the current environment and if safe, 
allowing a dog to have a run and play on the lawn. It is impossible to prevent all barking, 
unless of course it reaches a point of becoming incessant or repetitive. As these properties 
have no backyards, dogs should be allowed to have leash free times without getting 
berated by a minority of residents 

5015 I want beaches to be safer for my small dog. She has been attacked twice by big dogs. I 
want her to feel safe, however dog owners don't obey the beach rules for dogs. I will take 
my dog to the beach when other dogs aren't around. I would love for there to be dog 
beaches with dog friendly dogs to interact with. 

5015 While I understand the reasons for Defined times (eg. Daylight Savings, 10am to 8pm dogs 
on-leash, off-leash other times) it makes it quite difficult for families to enjoy an after school 
/ evening trip to the beach, when you're not able to give the dog a run (as they need to be 
on the lead) ... busy families like to multi-task (ie run the kids around / let them swim + give 
the dog a run too) 

5015 If our dog is under control I support the dog being off leash . I strongly support that we keep 
the grassed areas around Glanville and Ethelton  i.e. baseball area and where training 
grounds for Croydon Kings is located. We have an unofficial dog play area between 8.00am 
-9.00am every mornings. Its a great group of people that we all respect each other and the 
boundaries of our dogs. Walking on the beach with our dogs can be very stressful because 
we share the space with non dog lovers . 

5015 Restrictions (e.g. dog on leash at all times, anywhere) and hefty fines should be put in place 
for some breeds who are classified and/or known to be dangerous. 

5015 I would prefer all dogs on lead at all times, but I can organise my day around times at the 
beach if we choose to go down.  A lot of owners that say they have effective voice control of 
their animal do not. We have a dog who is lead reactive, and I am sick of the œmy dog is 
friendly comment, so is mine.off lead.   
 
We are working with a qualified trainer to assist our doggo to be the best he can but every 
time an animal comes up to us because the owner doesnt have effective control, or cannot 
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even see their dog, we are pushed back in our training.  Obviously this is only our individual 
experience  

5015 1) most dog owners are responsible 
2) i have 2 dogs but i notice quite a bit of dog poop not being picked up so grassed beach 
areas and main beaches should be dog free 
3) Semaphore beach should be dog free, surrounding beaches could have time or season 
restrictions 
4) beach at Taperoo and North Haven should be dogs off leash at any time 
5) all seaside grassed areas should be dogs on a leash 
6) any beach where dogs are allowed should have  bins on the sand as they do at 
Tennyson as there are quite a few lazy dog owners who find it impossible to walk with a 
poop bag in their hand 

5015 I think dogs should be on a leash, when on beaches etc. The only time I let my dogs of their 
leash is when we take them to a doggy park, the doggy park at kurralta park is great, they 
have a play area for big dogs and then their is a yard for little dogs , the big dogs are 
separated from the little dogs. I live behind a soccer oval people always let their dogs of the 
lead we hear dogs fighting not all the time, but sometimes. We love our dogs they are our 
babies, they are little dogs and I would like to be able to walk our dogs  anywhere and not 
worry about them getting attacked by an aggressive dog. Thank you. 

5015 I think if dogs can be controlled off lead they should be able to if an owner had a dog they 
beleive could harm others it should be mussled 

5015 Under current restrictions, we walk our dog from home (Birkenhead) off the lead, to 
Semaphore beach and then put her lead on to go on the beach. As long as dogs are under 
control, they should be able to use the beach/public places with time restrictions. I stress 
the effective control as I see many dogs not and this can be unenjoyable for other users of 
the area. 

5015 If the dog can be controlled effectively and doesnt go up to/jump on or up at others then 
there should be no rule for leashes and up to the owners on whether a leash is required or 
not. Having a daylight saving rule for beaches is ridiculous. The mornings you barely see 
people and cut off at 10am is not fair. Evenings people are out after 8pm yet the rule means 
dogs can be out off leash after 8pm. Makes no sense and should be off leash at discretion 
of owner according to how their dog reacts around others. 

5015 the rules must be defined as many people don't see it as their responsibility so we must 
make it their responsibility 

5015 I run with my dog along the foreshore and it is dangerous for me when there are off-leash 
dogs running around as my dog has in the past run in front of me causing me to trip. This 
has happened on more than one occasion and has resulted in tripping/falls and was only 
ever when an off-leash dog was in the area. This would not have happened if the other dog 
had been on a lead. My experience is that most dog owners think they can control their dog 
off-lead, however the reality is starkly different when there is another dog involved and their 
"obedient" dog completely ignores their owner and races after my dog on the lead. I would 
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be much more in favour of having designated off-leash areas and everywhere else being 
on-leash as most dog owners are not able to effectively control their dog while they are off-
leash. It requires a high level of training and most dogs are not trained to that level so you 
have to make the rules for the "average" dog owner to protect the rest of the community. 
Install signage along foreshore with area designated as on-leash at all times.  
In terms of dog parks we used to go regularly, however even with designated "large" dogs 
and "small" dogs areas there were too many small dogs being brought into the "large" dogs 
section resulting in potentially dangerous situations. It is the owners who are bringing their 
dogs into off-leash areas where their dog is not suited to the style of play - often larger 
breeds like to chase and have more physically inter-active play which is inappropriate 
and/or dangerous for small dogs to be involved with. However the owners of small dogs still 
insist on bringing the small dogs into an environment where the style of play is not 
appropriate for their dog. 

5015 Defined hours off leash for E P Nazer Reserve please 

5015 I don't mind dogs apart from their impact on birdlife. There are some vulnerable and 
protected species in and around the dunes and along the coast generally. 

5015 Dogs should be well controlled 

5015 Dog owners rarely have control over their animals. I often see unrestrained dogs causing 
havoc around those that are on leash. My sister was attacked by a dog off lead and is now 
scared each time a dog bounds up to her. 

5015 Ive mentioned this before regarding poo bag dispensers. 1. The new bags tend to fuse 
together inside the dispenser when its very hot. 2. The dispensers need to be checked 
regularly and topped up as required. 

5015 I Think if you dog is under effective control and you are respective of others you should be 
allowed to have your dog off lead at all times 

5015 We are frequent (during summer at least a couple of times each week, if not more) users of 
the stretch of beach between Semaphore and Largs jetties. We have two young children, 
and we are repeatedly approached by dogs. Most of the time we are told â€˜dont worry 
theyre really friendly, but that really is beside the point.  
 
The lack of effective control during off leash times, people not following the by-laws at on 
leash times and poor enforcement makes beach visits more stressful than they should be. 
One of our children is already fearful every time a dog comes up to them, and each time a 
dog comes up to them it also is creating a physical threat too. We are placed in a situation 
of having to keep our children under effective control and out of the way of the dogs, to 
ensure their safety, rather than being able to rely on council bylaws and enforcement in any 
way, shape or form.  
 
Never in our visits to this stretch of beach have we ever seen council staff or vehicle 
patrolling or controlling the numerous, frequent breaches of by-laws. Rules centred around 
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times and day light saving are perhaps too unclear. Having clearly defined areas where 
dogs are always required to be on the lead and others where they never need to be could 
benefit us all.  
 
Something needs to change. 

5015 Greyhounds should be treated similar to other dogs and allowed off leash. It's very 
disappointing that greys are not afforded the same freedoms as the other dogs, especially 
after having such a hard start to their lives at the hands of the racing industry. 

5015 There are too many dogs off leash,and dog attacks stil happen,my whippet was attacked by 
an off leash dog.i wouldnt wish it on my worst enemy.it happend many years ago,and still i 
get anxiety at times when i see an off leash dog.we dont go to dog parks,too many out of 
control dogs.we go to a soccer oval thats fenced and when nobody is there.leash on all 
dogs would be safer for everyone,how u would police it,i dont know. 

5015 If your dog can meet certain training requirements you should be able to get an exemption 
to having the dog on lead. Our boy is exceptional off lead and has a leg issue which causes 
issues for him on lead and he can't go to the dog park when other dogs are there because 
he's no longer allowed to play because it hurts his leg. 

5015 Just people need education about letting ther dogs run free not good 

5015 At the start and end of Daylight Savings the on-leash until 8pm is a little restrictive on the 
beach because it's dark then and less safe to walk alone. I would welcome adjusting the 
time to 7pm to allow us to make use of the daylight on the beach at the end of a work day. 
Otherwise, I think what PAE has in place currently works well (as a dog owner). 

5015 The Loop walking path around Port Adelaide and New Port does not have anywhere for 
dogs to get a drink. There is a water fountain at the Harts Mill playground but this does not 
have a dog tap/bowl attached. 
 
The dog walkers on the beach are often the people that collect others rubbish that has 
been left on the beach. Please provide more bins on the beach. If Charles Sturt council 
have them we should too. 

5015 There are plenty of beach areas that very quiet where dogs should be allowed off leash eg. 
Tennyson, Largs and North Haven 

5016 Dogs need to be able to run free some time. If there is designated times for dogs to be off 
leads those who dont like it just go there out of those times. 

5016 My dogs enjoy running around and meeting other dogs at Almond Tree Reserve.  I pick up 
and dispose of any droppings. The site is also a great community area for dog lovers, aged 
and young to meet and chat. 

5015 The law regarding dogs off lead is out dated .most people dont work 9 to 5 anymore .the of 
leash times dont allow for changes in our work live .From my experience ,most dog owners 
are very good with their dogs and the ones that arent get reported ,well from me anyway 
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5016 Dogs and dig owners are important part of community and need to be supported.  Very few 
are not responsible. 

5016 I think dogs on leads should be dependant on the dog - some should be on lead at all 
times, but some are good enough not to be. 

5016 I feel very strongly about dog owners being responsible to pick up after their dogs - in on 
and off - leash areas.  Also disposing of their waste responsibly in the bins provided.  Tired 
of walking past or over poop, in and out of dog waste bags. 

5016 I like the current rules, on-leash on paths & childrens play area off-leash on grassed area & 
beach. These are easy to remember dont have to look for signs to see which area you are 
in or be aware of the time 

5016 I would like an off leash area on the beach at all times so that I can exercise my dog any 
time. 

5016 I think the foreshore is too populated to allow dogs off leash however it would be nice to 
have some walking trails for dogs (e.g. sensory/plants to smell) throughout the 
neighbourhood, to also beautify the area. 

5016 Really important to allow dogs to continue to be off leash in public parks/ovals etc - thats 
how they learn to socialise and be well mannered dogs. Also good for community spirit as 
people meet each other this way 

5016 My dogs and I enjoy walking on the beach twice a day. They are always leached. Quite a 
few months of the year there is sand removal which is dangerous at times, it should not be 
permitted. The beach belongs to the people like me and everyone else. Please do not muck 
it up through the crazy notions of a few drop kicks. 

5016 I think the current restrictions work well. It is important to allow dogs to be leash free to run, 
swim and socialise. The current situation respects the rights of dog owners and those who 
are less comfortable around dogs. 

5016 Please keep the current times allowed, as is! 

5016 Many dogs and dog owners don't want fancy little dog parks with landscaped areas and 
elements that the dogs barely use. We just want a large grassed area that dogs can run 
around, shade for dog owners to congregate. It is important that these spaces are 
maintained for off leash options and that perimeter fencing is maintained with self closing 
gates.  Beaches are also important for dogs that need off leash exercise and socialisation. 
a dedicated beach area for permanent off leash exercise option is ideal. but maintenance of 
existing timed off leash options at all other beaches is paramount! No reduction to off leash 
options at beaches. Please 

5016 Public places like parks should be shared spaces with dogs 

5016 I think its important to have areas available for off leash areas for the dogs during the day in 
day light savings times.  Understand that dogs arent for everyone which I think its important 
to have some areas that are on leash areas so that those people feel comfortable as well.  
However providing suitable areas for off leash is also important to help the community stay 
happy and active. 
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5016 I refer to Almond Tree Flat, Largs Bay where I regularly exercise my dog off leash. It is a 
friendly welcoming community of dogs and their owners and if dogs have to remain on 
leash will spoil the immense enjoyment for the dogs socialisation and exercise. Our 
community is truly a lovely place to go and over the 4 years of using this area have hardly 
ever seen an incident where the dogs have caused any issues. We are respectful of other 
sports and groups using the grounds and always pick up our dogs poo and dispose of it in 
the proper manner. We even pick up other less respectful owners droppings who 
sometimes visit. There are a few people in our community who come to the oval and we are 
their only contact or outing for the day and the contact with others is invaluable.  
Allowing dogs to play, exercise and socialise is vital for their and our wellbeing, to lose this 
would be detrimental to a lot of peoples daily lives. Cheers Kerry Marcus 

5016 The Semaphore and Largs jetties are good markers for defined areas. The beach between 
the two jetties could be for dogs on lead at all times. I have seen this type of division in 
Western Australia and Tasmania and it seemed to work well. 

5016 My husband and I are happy with rules on beach during daylight saving hours. We also 
walk our dog off leash on reserves during the week. Generally stay away from those areas 
on weekend when sporting clubs use them. There are plenty of dog parks in our area. 
Would be very disappointed if off leash was not available especially on the beach. 

5016 The daylight savings times need revision to accommodate for an off lead period in the 
afternoon which is not in the dark- as is approaching with sunset now. I  do feel vulnerable 
as a loan woman allowing my dog a good run off lead on the beach after being cooped up 
at home. 
I do think more desirable areas like  Semephore, could be designated on lead, but our path 
Largs north to taparoo , could be designated off lead. 

5016 Rules with dogs on leash between 10-8pm is too restrictive.  
Only aggressive dogs should be on leash 

5016 Generally dog owners will only have their dog off leash if they have control over them and 
comfortable that they are friendly with other dogs/people. At a minimum it would be good to 
have areas that are off leash at all times. 

5016 Dogs should be on leashes at all time. Public places are for the public. This includes young 
children, elderly, impaired etc. These people should be able to enjoy these public places 
with or without their pets, without fear off  other's unleashed dogs approaching them. 
Please consider where we live. Unfortunately a lot of our locals are not the brightest sparks. 
People are becoming more entitled and less respectful of others. We need stricter laws and 
consequences to protect our vulnerable. We should all be able to safely enjoy all public 
places without fear of a dog attack and/or subsequent attack from that unresponsible dog's 
owner. We have plenty of dog parks for dogs to enjoy time off the leash. 

5016 I use the Taperoo Beach every morning before 10am all year round. I have so for the last 
35 years on and off. Generally the only people on that beach in the early mornings are 
people with dogs. We all know each other and each otherâ€™s dogs. It is a great 
community of dog owners and dogs. The dogs are always under effective control and it is a 
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great way for the dogs to socialise. It would be very disappointing if this beach were to have 
different rules enforced upon it. We often find and remove rubbish on the beach particularly 
in summer when people leave drink bottles, dirty nappies, food wrappers etc. strewn about 
from their day at the beach. I hope my input helps you. 

5016 With designated areas it eliminates both parties upsetting the other. It gives clear 
boundaries to both people who love dogs and people who don't. If you in a off leash 
designated area you know what environment you are entering. If you then go in to a area 
which requires a leash you again know the environment there is no misunderstanding 

5016 I find the rules currently a joke. Who can go to the beach and let their dogs have a good run 
with the restrictions of times. No one who works can ever get to the beach with their dogs 
during daylight savings. And then who wants to go to the beach in winter. There needs to 
be parts of the beach where dogs can be free. Like they do down south. Don't know why 
the northern suburbs are such stiffs with dogs?! Also we use Almond Tree flat reserve to let 
our dogs get some good runs in and all of us look after the park, pick up rubbish left behind, 
pick up poo, fix gates, holes and taps. All dog owners are responsible owners, I have in 4 
years never seen a fight that went out of hand. We all share the park, kids, people and 
animals. It's a great community place and it would be an absolute shame if that would 
change. Dog parks that are specifically made for dogs are way too small! No wonder dogs 
have issues in them, there's no place to escape. Do us a favour and make PAE a dog 
friendly council, not like all the Charles Sturt type tossers with all their rules. Way to ruin 
everyone's fun, the little we have left with all the rules. 

5016 In my opinion there should be zones 200m each side of the Semaphore and Largs jetty for 
beach goers and the remainder to be off leash areas for dog walkers. Other suggestions 
would be a no dog zone between the jetties or a 24/7 no leash zone north of the Largs 
Sailing Club. 

5016 Need compostable bins in dog parks/other areas where we now have compostable dog poo 
bags 

5016 I feel as though the majority of people would only every have their dogs off leash if they had 
effective control over them. 
It would be a shame to have our public beaches, which the dogs enjoy so much, closed off 
to those who do the right thing. 
Maybe there could be more patrols to see that people are doing the right thing with their 
pets. 
My son and dog would be so sad to lose the freedom to run on the beach and explore 
freely together. 

5016 Agree there should be an on leash rule at the beach but consider for the summer season 
only. Day light saving hours is a considerable long period of time and the beach is not busy 
prior/post summer. 

5016 All dogs should be on a leash at all times except when they are in their own well fenced 
property or in dog parks. 
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5016 There should be permanent designated off lead areas Such as foreshore ,beach and parks 

5016 Would love to see defined off-leash areas at all times even during daylight savings, or 
extended off-leash times during daylight savings. 

5016 I would like to see a permanent off leash area on the beach north of Largs Jetty 

5016 We need to limit dog movements when birds are nesting. Can Council assist with 
awareness raising, supporting volunteer training, signage and roped off areas? 

5016 I believe the current regulations allow for a good mix of use.  In winter we enjoy the freedom 
of the additional hours for off leash on the beach.  During summer, weâ€™re careful to 
have the dogs on leash at required times and effective control at other times.  We work 
hard to keep the dogs away from anyone we note seems afraid, or concerned of our dogs 
being off leash.  They arenâ€™t perfect, but neither are the humans that use the 
beachâ€™s. We pick up our rubbish, are responsible and abide by the rules as best we can 

5016 I have a small dog that has on way too many occasions been either 
terrified/bitten/tormented  by dogs who are just 'wanting to play' off leash and not under 
effective control. Our daily walks have become so stressful that she is never off the leash 
as I just don't know where a dog is going to come running from 

5016 Dog owners should take responsibility for the effective control of their animals. 
Temperaments vary and responsible owners know if they can control their animal. Some 
people are not as keen on dogs, so it is the responsibility of the owners to be aware of 
those around them and leash dogs when it is not in everyone's best interest for them to be 
off-leash. We control our exceptionally well behaved border collie when we are in public 
places, as should all dog owners. 

5016 Any possibility of North haven to largs beach being off leash at all times 

5016 I think the current on leash, off leash rules are working well. Both dog owners and other 
beach goers are catered for. 

5016 People do not pay any attention to the on leash times at the beach. I have 2 small dogs 
who are scared of other dogs and every single time I take them to the beach (in the on 
leash hours) 90% of the dogs there are off leash anyway. It has got to the point where I 
have to turn around and walk on the walking track instead of going on the sand because 
there are too many people down there with no control of their dogs.  There really needs to 
be a designated area for off leash dogs and the council need to patrol the area an fine 
people. I have only seen a council van at the beach once in the last 12 months, and I go 
every day! 

5016 Thank you for the opportunity to have a say on this issue. I know you usually only hear the 
complaints related to dog issues. 
Firstly, the current regulations are too restrictive; they are designed for people working 9.00 
- 5.00. When daylight saving went from 4 to 6 months, the rules were effectively increased 
for 2 months. The area north of the Largs Bay Sailing Club car park to North Haven is ideal 
for an off- leash area. We need a substantial area to space the dogs out. Also with no time 
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restrictions, there will be fewer dogs on the beach at one time. Less dogs means less dog 
attacks for people and other dogs. 
We should do what has worked successfully at Port Noarlunga CC with 3 areas during 
daylight saving. A dog-off leash area as suggested above, a small area that is no dogs (eg 
between Semaphore Jetty and the Palais) and the remaining areas with the current 
rules.The 2m lead rule needs to be 5 metres. This is the length of most retractable leads 
and allows some freedom for the dog whilst under effective control.I am very happy to meet 
with you to discuss these options or other combinations in more detail. Last year I collected 
200 signatures on a petition for a dog-off leash area, so I believe I have a reasonable idea 
of what people want. Many of these people donâ€™t reside in our council area, but they do 
walk their dogs and they do spend money regularly at local businesses. I applaud and 
thank you for providing us with this opportunity to be heard. Please contact me on 0421 831 
157 if you wish to follow this up. 

5016 The regular dog-walkers are respectful and their animals under control at all times. I find 
that those talking their dog to the beach at the weekends are not always able to control 
their dogs (possibly the only time the dog gets a walk) and I have seen it cause issues. 

5016 More dog parks for off lead would be great. More dog pick up bags for dog waste and bins 
to put the dog waste  would be great 

5016 As said before, there are parts of the beach that are a lot less populated than others, so on-
leash laws seem unnecessary. Weekends may different (during Summer) and I think leash 
times are more important 

5016 Dogs should be under the control of owners at all times - if the dog does not respond to a 
call back when off leash, it should be on leash at all times. 

5016 we have lovely dog parks here and beaches to walk our dogs, unfortunately there are too 
many irresponsible dog owners who need training. 

5016 I am very happy with the way things are at the moment. Living within walking distance of an 
off lead section of beach is the thing I love most about my house. I would be sorely 
disappointed if the current rules and areas were changed. 

5016 Dog users are major users of the beach and the vast majority are responsible with their 
dogs and positive people. Please donâ€™t be swayed by a minority of dog haters or just 
haters to ruin current benefits for so many people. 

5016 As long as your dog is under control I don't see why dogs cannot be off leash at all times. 
Quite frankly, I find children running loose and uncontrolled more of a menace. I feel like 
dog owners are harassed unfairly a lot of the time. I specifically would like to see areas of 
the beach, perhaps the area from the breakwater to Largs Bay beach, that is off leash at all 
times. As properties get smaller and smaller people will need areas that they can let their 
dogs run loose to get the appropriate amount of exercise. Thank you for listening to my 
feedback. p.s. please do something about the stupid poo bag dispensers! The green bags 
get stuck inside and you can't get them out. Ta. 

5016 As a dog owner access to the beaches for the dogs to run and enjoy the water is important 
therefore need to be off lead to enjoy. 
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5016 definitely! Smaller dogs can be quite chippy even aggressive at times and their owners can 
understandably be very careless of the impact their happy play and barking has on a bigger 
dog which has to be on a lead. Not all little dogs of course! eg little Schnauzers! the 
problem is that larger dogs get sensitised by smaller dogs yapping and 'attacking' . another 
problem is dogs on the streets guarding their property. this is appalling difficult to manage if 
you have a sensitized dog. such a dog may form a view that it does not think much of a 
certain dog, and become very difficult, with a similar but 'the wrong' dog. it would be 
fantastic if dog owners passed some training like with Ian's dog training group on Le fevre 
peninsular to respect new and more anxious dogs that may be attempting to socialise on 
the beach. for example a nervous dog on a lead certainly benefits from other dogs being 
placed on a lead at this time to settle the mood while the distressed dog settles down ours 
is a very wonderful community of dog owners and Largs bay to Taperoo is an astonishing 
luxury. i think owners of dogs that become difficult need a great deal of support and 
encouragement. i love the idea of different areas for different dogs! if little dogs are down 
the jetty end and the bigger ones can hang out and or play down the Taperoo end that 
would be absolutely brilliant. there is actually plenty of time for all dogs and owners to find a 
patch of space to walk a dog on lead which is truly fantastic and creates a lot of joy. i really 
would like dog breeds that have different characteristics such as staffies to have some 
space because they are very loyal to their owners. if they are raised off and on lead in a 
safe zone free of smaller animals it is possibly more likely they can have more long term 
success. it may also be a thing that you could try an occasional staffie day .... 

5016 My dog is very anxious around other dogs so when they run up to her and sheâ€™s on 
leash, she gets protective. Im taking her to off leash dog parks to try and help her overcome 
this but I dont think I could ever have her off leash at the beach unfortunately. I dont like 
walking through the park when people have their dogs off leash, I have to walk way around 
them or avoid completely. 

5016 I have been attacked while walking with my dogs. Because a dog was not on a lead. My 
dog had to have an operation. I cannot walk with my dogs anymore. 

5016 I feel the current rules work quite well well adhered to. With increasing cycling activities off 
leash dogs can be a danger on the foreshore ( I actually thought it was an on leash area) 

5016 I really like the PAE's commitment to dogs with the rules and the parks. I use Almond Flat 
Reserve a fair bit and most owners take good care. I am concerned about the holes being 
dug on the oval and the owners that don't take responsibility for their dogs defecating. 

5016 Stricter adherence for people walking dogs on footpath off-lead. Most days I see between 1 
to 6 different owners thinking they have control without a lead. They don't. 

5016 I walk mainly on the beach and believe it is fair as is. 

5016 all dog owners should be required to have fenced yard with gates closed when moving pet 
to and from their car unless on leash 
no off leash walking in public spacees, streets, including foreshore areas and carparks 
owners of offleashed pets should be automatically liable for any and all damages 
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5016 I note when I walk on beaches during the regulated hours within my postcode the majority 
of people do not have dogs on leashes. 

5016 Happy with current beaches and foreshore dog rules. 

5016 It would be great to have more designated areas for off-leash use. Or at least some spaces 
where dogs can be on a longer leash and cyclists and joggers have to give way to walkers 
with dogs (all existing areas by default require dog walkers to keep dogs on a short leash 
and give way to all other users). The existing off-leash parks are lovely but they are 
extremely small and this causes a high density of dogs which is not great for dogs that want 
to sniff and stroll around and not be bothered by other dogs. Or dogs that need to get out 
for a long run but cant be around other dogs. 

5016 My son was chased and 'squashed' by a dog off leash which created a fear of dogs. The 
owner just said "well he wouldn't have hurt him, he was just playing'. I want the dogs to 
have a little freedom, but I also want small children or anyone who has a fear to feel safe 
and welcome. 

5016 Daylight savings if continued to affect off leash times needs to be scaled back to 3 months 
as it was before not extended period. If beach mining continues then with trucks walking 
dogs and human safety has to be a priority 

5016 1- Off leads all year 
2- Off lead all year except within 100m of jetties in 'summer months' only 
3- remove 'daylight saving' comment as pre 2005 daylight savings was only 4 months not 6 
months long. (rules never changed) 
4- 8pm too late make 5pm. (dark about 3 months)  
5-The majority of dog walkers come from outside PAEC and generate economic income for 
us. Make Sema4-Largs Bay the place to come with dogs and generate income for the local 
shops. 
6- 90% of beach walkers are dog owners. 
7- School summer holidays only have restrictions that stop at 5pm and start at 11am. 

5016 As well as off leash and on leash times generally, I think it would be helpful to have 
designated areas for dogs off leash at all times. That way, people worried about dogs, or 
with young children etc, can avoid those areas. Regular local dog owners are not usually 
the problem, only the dogs that very rarely visit the beach and go bananas! Apart from 
certain hot days in the summer, local dog owners are the main users of the beach. Well 
exercised dogs are generally quieter and better behaved that non exercised dogs. 

5016 I am a beach user all year round, I would like to see an area for dogs off the lead all year 
round 24hours of the day. My suggestion is from Largs Bay jetty to the North Haven rocks. I 
am a shift worker and cannot always get to the beach before 10am in daylight savings. 
There is plenty of coastline for all to enjoy, other council areas have dog friendly beaches 
that you can access at all times with your dog off the lead. I know there are alot of people 
would agree with these comments. 
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5016 I think 'under effective control at all times' is largely ignored. I walk on the beach a lot and 
most dogs are NOT able to be controlled by their owners at all times. I have been jumped 
upon, bitten, scraped and generally threatened by dogs that owners have been unable to 
control. 

5016 There are many many people in the community who don't like dogs/scared of them and 
therefore feel unsafe to use the beach with their children when unleashed and sometimes 
uncontrolled dogs around. 

5016 Defined areas at parks and beaches for off leash dogs would make life so much easier for 
dog owners and non dog owners as everyone would feel much safer. 

5016 Effective control is minimal by most dog owners. Myself and children have had dogs bound 
up to us with absolutely no control by the owner 

5016 No, I'm happy with the rules thus far 

5016 I wish that we had a bit of freedom with the beach for our dogs. During the week we have 
empty beaches from Largs north upwards and yet I canâ€™t let my old dog walk in to the 
water by himself even if no one is around. I think we should in off peak times which is not 
holidays be able to use our discretion along the beach. Sometimes Monday to Friday during 
the day is the best time to take your dog when no one is around.  Thankyou for letting us 
have a say. 

5016 Horses should also be allowed down the beach at other times besides 5am - 8am. 

5017 Improvements to roy martin dog park More shade and better protection from winter 
elements of wind and rain - two old bus shelters would be great in sth wstn corner with 
backs facing the elements 

5017 I would like to see if North Haven beach could be changed to off-lead area 

5017 Please consider making the less frequented beach area north of Largs Jetty off leash for 
dogs (unless a dog needs to be controlled of course). After 8pm during daylight savings is 
dark right now and not useful for about half of the daylight savings months. 

5017 It would be good to provide many fenced, specific, larger areas for residents to play with 
their dogs off-leash, including safe areas for larger and smaller dogs, or those who are 
nervous. Most public places should be on-leash only. Unfortunately a number of dog 
owners lack common sense or control over their dog. I had to call an ambulance for a child 
and an adult had their dog off the leash running around scaring the child who couldn't move 
from the ground! (Public oval) I had to yell at the man to get his dog back on the leash and 
he made no effort to do so- I had to worry about whether the dog might attack the child 
since it ran right up to the immobilised kid. Likewise, many dog people can't conceptualise 
the idea that others may not want to be around their dog - and don't necessarily train pets 
well enough for them not to run around or run up to/ jump on strangers. This could be quite 
upsetting for people who have trauma or phobias of dogs, and annoying for others. The 
public spaces need to be safe for all members of the public. 
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5017 Dogs on leash all times 

5017 Dogs should be able to use nature trails and conservation parks eg mt lofty on leash 

5017 https://resources.bestfriends.org/article/muzzles-tool-keep-everyone-safe 

5017 I suggest off leash beach from Largs Bay Yacht Sailing Club to North Haven (break water) 
at  all times. Not many people use this part of the beach for sunbathing or swimming 

5017 I think that along the beach's dogs should be allowed off leash as most owners are very 
respectful and dogs are well behaved. I think that in the busy areas near the semaphore 
jetty dogs should be on lead as this can be extremely nusy in peak times 

5017 There needs to be patrols to be able to enforce the people break the rules. 

5017 I have been to places in Melbourne that are designated off lead dog beach all the time and 
they seem to work really well. It give a place nearby that people can go and adequately 
exercise their dog at all times of the day. Not just early in the morning or late at night when 
itâ€™s often dark and unsafe. 

5017 I've had many dogs over the years and I refuse to get another one due to many incidents in 
our area (including the beach) of off-leash dog attacks. 

5017 Dogs should be on leash all of the time, people just assume there dog is fine with other 
dogs but not always the case. Some people also don't feel safe around dogs off leash. 

5017 Dogs should be on leashes at all times in public places. Dogs should be banned from 
Semaphore Road. 

5017 Dogs off-leash AND UNDER EFFECTIVE CONTROL AT ALL TIMES. I believe that the 
majority of dog owners shouldn't suffer (for want of a better word) because the few allow 
their unruly dogs to harass people on beaches.  Encourage reporting of those owners (as 
difficult as that can be) and the Council take action. 

5017 Dogs and their owners are generally well behaved. It is a minority who disrupt the harmony 
of others in public spaces. Dogs are members of our family and therefore included in family 
activities. I would like to enjoy public spaces with my family inclusively. 

5017 Would love North Haven Beach to be an off leash, under effective control, at all times. As a 
local and daily walker this beach has many friendly dogs and their familiar owners and we 
are locals of this beach who are very aware and observant of our dogs and any new 
comers. 

5018 27 March 2022 
 
Council: To Whom It May Concern 
I am a teacher at North Haven School, who also lives directly across from the North Haven 
Surf Life Saving Club. One day, while I was walking my dog, a council worker approached 
me on the beach and asked me to Have my saabout the zy oning on our local beach. The 
person seemed to think Id be excited about the idea of the beach being a permanent off 
leash zone, being a dog owner, but I have to say, I am anything but.  
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For me personally, I feel that making the beach a fearful place for some is unfair. I know of 
one particular family in our school community who have experienced significant trauma 
from a dog attack in recent times. My mind immediately thinks of how stressful it would be 
for them to have dogs approach them on the beach. I have had many students who simply 
dont go to the beach because of a fear of dogs. Parents write to the school to complain 
about dogs being out the front of the school, ON LEADS, during pick up time! My mother, 
who lives on the beach at Semaphore Park, doesnt take her dog down the beach because 
so many owners assume they can let their dog play with hers, but the poor thing is an 
anxious wreck. I feel that making North Haven Beach a permanent off leash zone would 
exacerbate these problems, completely unnecessarily. It is not just a small wingey part of 
the community who can be dismissed, it is a significant group with genuine concerns. The 
current times are fair and working, we should leave them as they are.   
I feel even more convinced after posting on our class SeeSaw account, and our school 
Facebook account, where we received 15 negative responses and only 1 supportive 
response to the idea. It was an overwhelming rejection of the idea to make the beach an off 
leash zone.  
41 Year 3 students from the Dolphin Unit at North Haven School studied their responses 
and wrote this letter to the council. Students have also written individually to express their 
point of view.  
I know you must have a name attached, so I hope that putting my name to this class letter 
will at least make it valid.  
On a final note, I interviewed some of the dog training volunteers at the Coastal Community 
Dog Training Club and I thought someone there had an excellent idea “ any permanently off 
leash beach should be away from the general community “ somewhere where houses have 
not been purchased nearby with a particular lifestyle in mind. Perhaps somewhere like on 
Garden Island / Torrens Island or something like that.  Please find below, a copy of our 
class letter, including very valid reasons, and photos of the work we have put into this. I will 
still post in their letters, and if possible attach a scan for submission.  Many thanks for the 
opportunity to participate in this discussion.  
 
Sincerely 
 
Jess Winter,  
North Haven.  
CLASS LETTER:  
 
Lets SHARE NORTH HAVEN BEACH 
Imagine dogs clawing and biting kids, destroying rare nests, and doing their business on 
your towels at the beach! That would be horrendous! Our community strongly believes we 
shouldnt have dogs off leash at all times at North Haven Beach.  
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The environment must be protected from dogs. Dogs off leash can destroy the nests of 
endangered birds called Hooded Plovers. Careless owners can drop bags of stools without 
knowing. Balls are lost all the time. Our beach is precious and we shouldnt treat it this way.  
It simply isnt safe to have dogs off leash at all times. Our teachers dog has nearly knocked 
over a child and an elderly man. Families are genuinely scared when distracted owners 
allow their untrained dogs to rush up to their children. Some families, who paid a lot of 
money to live by the beach, may be too fearful to use it any more and that would simply be 
unfair. Public safety should outweigh the freedom of dogs, especially when there are so 
many dog parks available already.  
Our community strongly feels dogs should only be off leash SOMETIMES. How would you 
feel if your baby was bitten by a crazy dog? How would you feel if the birds didnt survive? 
DOGS MUST NOT BE OFF LEASH ALL THE TIME! 

5018 If beach is not busy the dogs should be allowed off leash 

5018 Would like to see dogs allowed off leash at all timees North Haven Beach 

5018 Defined off/on leash times especially on the beach provides fair access to dog owners and 
other beach users. Families with children can go to the beach after 10am knowing that dogs 
will be onleash and therefore the beach is more kid friendly. 

5018 Please consider children/persons who are afraid of dogs. If dogs were allowed to be 
offleash all the times at North Haven beach, then kids who are scared of dogs will no longer 
be able to go to our local beach. Council should note that lots of dogs are big and can scare 
little kiddies whilst playing. Even adults/ older persons would be at risk with dogs offleash all 
the time. I personally would not feel safe anymore with dogs offleash on our local beach at 
North Haven. 

5018 Many times my frightened and anxious pub has been approached by dogs off lead and it 
has caused her to become scared and potentially enough to lash out.. I have also had 
many dogs bound up to my children.. hardly any off leash owners control their dog.. there 
are dog parks for that.. not public places 

5018 As a resident, parent and dog owner, I do not appreciate the potential risk associated with 
having random dogs approaching myself, my children or my own dog.  
I have had many bad experiences in the past due to irresponsible dog owners. Both with 
my own dog and my children.  
I am a dog lover and owner but believe everyone should feel safe in shared spaces.  
Dogs off leash on the beach should only ever occur if well away from other people unless 
consent is given. 

5018 Council needs to work harder to enforce effective control messaging to dog owners. There 
have been far too many incidents on Largs beach. Im now scared to walk my dog down 
there. 

5018 Off leash areas 24/7 on designated stretch of foreshore between Strathfield Tce and the 
marina wall at North Haven 
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5018 Dogs should not be walked on enclosed sports fields full stop. I'm sick of arriving to play a 
sport only to have to clean up after a dog or fix dog damage to the field. People think they 
are entitled to walk their dog on our fields while we're training. Off-leash as well. The 
amount of times an off-leash dog has stolen a baseball from where the kids are training is 
ridiculous. It's dangerous and all you get is "sorry" from the owner who's miles away just 
calling their dog back. There are plenty of places to walk your dog's, sporting fields should 
be left for sport and players should be able to feel safe and not have to clean up after other 
people's pets. 

5018 I have a dog Toy poodle with Anxiety nearly every time I take her for a walk other dogs run 
at her.  People have dogs out the front of their houses off the leash, on beaches etc,  I don't 
want them running up to her and am sick of being told but they are friendly that is fine but 
they upset her and if I have my parents dog we paid over $7000 to have his back fixed I 
don't need another dog jumping on him.  I get worried when driving about dogs off leashes 
near roads and feel sorry for drivers that hit them when they run across roads.  Yes my dog 
loves being off the leash but that is why I bought a big block for her to run around on.   I 
think you should also look at cat management as my parents dog broke his back chasing a 
cat in HIS yard and we have them all the time in our yard after our birds and chickens.  Cat 
owners should be made to keep cats inside or have cat runs.  Also have them registered, 
de-sexed and microchipped just like I have to have my dog.  Its all about being a 
responsible pet owner. 

5018 Unfortunately you always have people who disregard rules. I do think that 10-6 would be a 
much more appropriate time for dogs to be on the lead in the beach. 

5018 I think the current balance is right, with defined times during busier summer (daylight 
savings) times. I find dogs and dog owners in our area (and those visiting the area) are 
generally very responsible, and only those dogs which are friendly and responsive are 
generally off-leash. It is important to me that off-leash times are available, as we only have 
a small duplex with a very small outdoor area, not suitable for exercising a dog (and note 
this is a common house size in our area). Off-leash times are an absolute must to ensure 
the physical and mental wellbeing of local dogs. 

5018 Most people have fantastic experiences at the beach where their dogs have drained 
sufficient energy to interact with next to no incidents. The water is a great tool for teaching 
kids and dogs to swim and chase Frisbee and the current off leash times should be 
adjusted to allow families earlier afternoon/evening access. Bed and shower times start 
around 8pm. 

5018 The current rules are quite adequate, they are just not often enforced. Dogs should only be 
allowed off leash if the owner can control their dogs. Perhaps a good change would be to 
only allow dogs with obedience training to be off lead, with a minimum of level 2 completed. 

5018 Daylight savings off leash rules create busy times with way too many dogs off lead at one 
time. If the area is zoned off lead then dogs off lead on the beach would be spread over the 
day 
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5018 If a dog can control their dog effectively then off leash walking in defined areas such as the 
beach should be permitted 

5018 Often is not the problem with dog, but with the thoughtless owner 

5018 I love walking our dog and seeing other dogs on the beach but I believe for the safety of all 
an on leash policy should be made. 

5018 It doesn't matter how friendly you think your dog is it could still frighten people or turn on 
someone it is much safer and happier for all if dogs are on a leash at All times 

5018 Perhaps dogs should be on leash as they exit the beach area after exercise. This would 
prevent any possible interference with bike riders and runners who might be using the the 
hard pathway along the foreshore.  
Any ruling that would prevent dog owners from having their dogs off leash during the 
allocated times, would cause the owners to seek alternative areas that in itself could cause 
other problems. This might include higher numbers of dogs in smaller areas, where a lack 
of facilities (dog excrement bins and bag dispensers) and suitable exercise sections would 
limit the experience of both dog and owner. Additionally, smaller exercise areas often 
causes some friction between dogs where they are unable to find their own space. Also, it 
should be noted that the regular beach walkers with their canine companions do frequently 
pick up refuge, such as plastic waste, dangerous glass shards and discarded fishing tackle. 
Within our walking group it has been noticed that there is more neglected dog excrement 
along the foreshore pathway than other areas (certainly more than can ever be found on 
the actual beach area). This would indicate that the owners running or walking with their 
dogs along this area appear not to be as consciences about picking up this particular 
waste. 

5019 It would be incorrect to change the current regulations, they are just and fair in terms of 
sharing recreational areas. Those in default should be fined accordingly. Penalising law 
abiding dog owners and in turn their dogs is not the answer. Individuals who do not control 
their dogs are the problem, these individuals are frequently not even residents of Port 
Enfield Council. We walk our two dogs frequently and you do get a sense of community 
amongst local dog owners. The point I wish to press is the question the council should be 
asking their serving counsellors is what they need to do about individuals breaking council 
laws. Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinion. 

5019 I feel like people should be able to make their own decisions whether or not to have their 
dog on or off a leash. 

5019 My dog is elderly and other dogs when they are off leash they tend to run up to my dog and 
become aggressive or overwhelm my dog so I would like dogs to be on leash at all times 
unless they are in an enclosed park. 

5019 I would like to see the times changed for dogs off of leash on the beach in the evening, 8pm 
is way to late 7pm would be much more family friendly. 

5019 Dogs should be able to be off the leash if they are controlled as this is the case now and 
there are no problems. Most of the problems are unruly adults on bikes and skateboards. 
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5019 More control and monitoring for owners that do not comply with on leash times and areas 
and do not pick up dog droppings.  
Clearer signage stating rules. It seems difficult to enforce some rules. To assist and make 
things simple and clear I would support dog free areas. 

5019 We find the current daylight savings time restrictive. I think it should be shortened in the pm 
to 6pm to allow workers to have off lead time  with their dogs. And /or a designated off lead 
area for summer.  In addition a designated off lead beach area during daylight savings time 
, for the other months go back to under effective control off lead at all times 

5019 The beach on lead restriction until 8pm each day during daylight saving is overly restricted. 
On high temperature weekends and public holidays this is sensible and acceptable. 
However on cooler and windy days very few people use the beaches during the evening 
but dogs walkers would appreciate being able to use the time for off lead walking at the end 
of the day.  Some flexibility should be considered. 

5019 I think the nearer the footpath more pedestrians and less run around space people should 
be keeping control of their dogs, but not so much on the beach, large space for dogs to 
stretch their legs and run and play with other dogs. 

5019 dogs off leash must be under control of their owner and come when called. 

5019 I would like to see the regulations change to include dogs only being off-leash on reaching 
the foreshore in designated places and times.  
In other words: Dogs should not be permitted off-leash on or adjacent to any beach access 
route/path/walkway.  
Dogs released in car parks or at foreshore access points results in dogs charging onto the 
beach without their owners or under adequate control. This is of potential and actual danger 
to people of all ages and to other dogs. 

5019 Very focused on the beach. 

5019 There is a lot of non-compliance with on-leash rules and I feel like itâ€™s getting 
dangerous. I take my kids to the beach when dogs are supposed to be on leash and every 
time, there are dogs off leash. It makes the beach trip nervous and not at all relaxing, as 
dogs approach my children. We should be able to feel safe where we live, play and PAY 
TAXES. Similarly, Iâ€™d like to walk my dog during on-leash times, on the beach, but 
again, itâ€™s too dangerous. There are invariably dogs off leash. I hate this. 

5019 On and off leash areas should be independent of time of year 

5019 I think designated areas and times will be clear for dog owners and other users. This will 
minimise risk of dog attack incidents. Also more watering areas along the foreshore to 
decrease crowding of dogs in one space. 

5019 Off-leash is fine if dogs behaved and not threatening to people or other odgs. 

5019 I believe the existing arrangements are working fine 
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5019 A dog park area on the grassy foreshore could be nice 

5019 I have not seen any real discipline with dog owners as i have been biten and jump on my 
many dogs on the beach and forshore and even around the streets of city PAE 

5019 Owners who say oh my dogs friendly! They have no re call or control over their dogs. I have 
3 dogs two BIG and I have to settle and keep my dogs safe from these dogs. 

5019 Semaphore is a great family and animal community. I think there is greater space on the 
beach for dogs to be off leash and the nature of the activity means that, in my experience, 
there is much more tolerance and acceptance of people and animals in each other's space 
and less interaction with others. Owners should be able to determine if their dog needs to 
be leashed. On the foreshore there is much more movement and most dogs should be 
leashed. 

5019 The current on leash rules are not enforced.  On every occasion I have been down to the 
beach during the hours when leashes are required there have been one or more dogs of 
running loose. Frequently dogs are also walked off lead along Semaphore Rd, and I 
witnessed woman being verbally abused by a man when she told him that his dog should 
be on a lead after it nearly tripped her up. 

5019 Would love to see a designated area along the beachfront that is dog friendly-off lead area 
at all times.  Working hours restrict some people to access the defined off lead times 
currently in place.  A defined off lead area will also enable people who prefer to walk dogs 
on lead to choose different area to walk.  Currently people have to drive nearly an hour 
down south to access this- when we have many areas in our council area which could be 
used (and not frequently used by swimmers/beach goers) 

5019 I'm happy the way it is now but bring the time forward to 7pm in Daylight saving. 

5019 There are some badly behaved owners and dogs that give all dog owners a bad reputation 
. It would be great to have more dog patrols and areas that are safe to let your dog off the 
leash. Some places have a fenced grassed area that you can book, this would be a great 
idea. Almond Tree Flat is a great safe area that dogs can be off leash 

5019 We heavily rely on our dogs being effectively exercised and stimulated by their off leash 
privileges. We would be very upset if this changed! 

5019 As an occasional alternative option for dog walking we enjoy the dog park at Largs Bay. 
Thanks. 

5019 I like the current off leash on the beaches during daylight savings.  However, as I also have 
a dog that doesn't like dogs running at him, I find the owners who have their dogs off leash 
along the green foreshore pathways, stop us from being able to walk along here.  This area, 
I think should be leash all times, due to cars, people having picnics, cyclists and dog 
friendly for all to use. 

5019 I would like to see the hours for off leash extended. I think allowing dogs on at 7pm as my 
dog needs at least an hour run 8pm is too close to sunset. This still gives visitors 9 hours of 
no dogs. In addition a designated area for off leash at all times could be considered away 
from the jetties where families gather. 
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5019 We have only lived here a short time. There seems to be a lovely dog friendly culture and a 
respectful attitude of dog owners to maintaining safe public spaces. The dogs are well 
socialised and this reflects the fact that there are opportunities for them to be off-lead and 
well exercised. It would be lovely to see this continued. 

5019 The majority of dog owners are responsible, and have well-trained dogs.  My answers in 
relation to this survey re dogs off lead, is based on the requirement for dogs to be under 
effective control while off the lead - this is important! 

5019 Please consider more dog (and resident) friendly hours of off leash time and more than 6 
months of the year when these time based restrictions do not apply - my suggestion would 
be during summer only. I walk the beach 4 or more days of the week and most other 
months beach visitation does not justify enforcing these bylaws especially on the hugely pro 
dog community of the Le Fevre Peninsular who largely use and care for the beaches during 
the other seasons. Now so many more of us are dog owners since COVID it’s even more 
important for the well being of dogs who need off leash exercise and their human owners / 
companions. 

5019 Too many uncontrolled off leash dogs with IMHO silly/no idea owners. If you do not know a 
dog and your dog doesnâ€™t know them and it runs up and snaps or jumps at you and you 
are forced to protect yourself/your dog from an aggressive - overtly friendly dog and then 
get upset!! 
Learn to control your dog!! 

5019 Dogs need lots of opportunities to play off-leash, throughout the year, and in different 
locations to keep both themselves and their owners engaged in a range of settings. As a 
non-dog owner who uses the beach 3-5 times per week, I have never seen any issues with 
dogs and the vast majority of owners have their dogs under control. I don't believe there is 
any point in having stricter controls because it is the 'bad owners' that will do the wrong 
thing regardless of the rules anyway, so please don't punish everyone else (humans and 
dogs) by reducing their options for off-leash. I would love to see one off-leash beach even 
during daylight savings - there are many days when there are not many beach-goers 
without dogs, e.g. cooler days when dog walkers still go out but not many families go out. I 
feel the same about grassed areas - there needs to be a wide range of locations that are 
off-leash (and some on-leash ones for those owners who do prefer that). Not everyone 
wants to go to dog parks. 

5019 Whatever rules you put in, the council must monitor them frequently and not just during 
business hours. If you did this now, there would a lot fewer problems. 

5019 Our Parks and Beaches are for everyone to enjoy.  I do not believe dogs need to be off 
lead in any public areas as the council have dog parks I feel owners should be fined and 
perhaps if the dogs remain on lead they will pick up the dog poo.  On very hot days I have 
witnessed families trying to enjoy the beach before it gets too hot before 10 am and are 
terrified by dogs off leash as people do not have them under effective control.  I would like 
to see a specific dog park large area with gates that lock and have a timer so people can 
train their dogs off lead without other dogs harassing them this would also benefit dogs that 
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are socialized the owner could exercise without concerns of their dog attacking another 
dog.  I would like this to have a timer that people put a gold coin donation in and the times 
sets for 20 minutes,  When the timer finishes the person leaves the park or puts another 
coin in providing no one is waiting to use the park this will assist with upkeep and dog poo 
bags etc. When you have show dogs you are always concerned that another dog may 
intimidate or attack your dog this area would benefit these people also.  I would like to see 
the animal control people down at Semaphore checking microchips on dogs - if not 
microchipped they need to be fined    as its against the law, they can also check the amount 
of male dogs not desexed over 6 months also against the law now in SA sometimes we 
need to be hard to be responsible. 

5019 Re. Aggressive Dogs off leash 
Over the past 5 years i have had 3 experiences with aggressive dogs while my dog was on 
a leash at Largs Beaches. 
I have also had a great many more positive experiences with responsible dog owners 
whose dogs are under effective control.  
I am concerned that without adequate enforcement of any changes to the current 
regulations, irresponsible dog owners will continue to cause the majority of bad experiences 
at the beach. 

5019 The defined time rule is very difficult for a family with children as morning is school drop off 
and 8pm is too late at night and I also feel unsafe. If an area of beach, for example,  Largs 
Sailing Club to Outer Harbour, could be a designated off leash area, I feel this would give 
everyone the opportunity to enjoy our beautiful beaches. As it is not popular with beach 
goers, it would give our furry family members the opportunity to swim and run freely and 
provide convenience for us to undertake these activities at more suitable times. 

5019 I think the current off leash rules at the beach, (with on leash after 10am and after 8pm) 
work well and do not need to change. Sometimes I feel a little flexibility might be good as 
the seasons change - the weather dictates the number of non dog beach users and I 
sometimes feel the only people on the beach when then weather is cold and windy are dog 
owners but we still have to abide by the rules. 

5019 I feel the 8pm rule is quiet late. Beaches down south have the daylight savings rule of 10am 
to 6pm for on leash, which I feel is better. After 8pm it does begin to get dark and harder to 
wait until 8pm (unsafe). 

5019 I dont want beach areas restricted, time zones as they are now work fine. 

5019 I walk along the grassed foreshore area daily with my dog, he walks off-leash along here 
and I have not had any issues with other dogs, most cyclists are courteous and sound their 
bell when approaching from behind but some ride along there quicker than the ones on the 
road and dont sound any alerts to let you know theyre coming, this can be dangerous for 
pedestrians and dogs alike. I stay on the grassed area where possible but if it is too wet I 
walk on the path and this creates issues with the speeding cyclists. 
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5019 Effective control of dogs by the owners should be sufficient. Works in several other council 
jurisdictions. Enables shared access of the spaces and doesnt compromise 
safety/enjoyment of users. 

5019 Dogs need to be able to run off the lead. Most dogs are friendly and easy going. There 
should be a ban on dogs that have not been socialised. 

5019 Dog feces and urine should not be tolerated in public places, WE DON'T TOLERATE IT 
FROM HUMANS. Please ban dogs from all public places, and build for purpose dog runs. 
NOBODY WANTS TO SEE A DOG URINATING OR DEGECATING, NOBODY WANTS TO 
WALK OR SIT OR PICNIC IN A PLACE WHERE ANIMALS ARE DEFECATING AND 
URINATING. Thank you. 

5019 I believe we should be able to remove leads during the summer rules if the dog is under 
control at any time and provided the beach is sparsely populated and the dog is well 
behaved and responsive to the owner 

5019 For years I go jogging every day around Semaphore and along the beach etc. I love 
running outside in this beautiful place. Sadly many dog owners around here dont know or 
dont care about the rules and let their poorly trained dogs run wild. Thankfully I havent been 
bitten (yet) but Ive had dogs come charging at me several times which can be scary. The 
latest one was huge and was barking at me very aggressively. I have also been tripped up 
by a dog that was off leash running between my legs right near Semaphore jetty at 9am. Ive 
reached the point where Im thinking about buying a gym membership instead of running 
along the foreshore, which would be a sad outcome for me. 

5019 As long as dogs are under proper control and owners are responsible around other 
people/dogs, off-leash isn't a problem. 

5019 I have had a few incidents at semaphore beach where dogs have jumped all over my baby 
and toddler. Its very scary and I find some dog owners to be very disrespectful 

5019 My husband has suffered a dog bite while walking in a public place. That dog was not on a 
leash. 

5019 I use the local park which does specify on leash. I will admit, along with a majority of people 
there I do not always have on my dogs on the leash. Dog parks are not great and are often 
a cause of issues, they are just too small and congested. 
Setting specific rules would be more beneficial (see pt adelaide baseball club signs, 
excellent example of being reasonable) . If there is ever sporting or other events on then as 
it is a shared park I either will not walk my dogs during those times or will have them on 
leash. Same goes for if there are families or children playing. It's about being a responsible 
owner. My dogs are not aggressive at all but I understand the community parks are shared 
and part of sharing is finding a solution that works for both groups. As with a majority of 
people you ensure you do not disturb other people using the areas.  
A huge part of the community use the local parks and beaches for dog walking with 2/3 not 
using leads and having their dog under control. People go on about one bad experience 
over and over and ignore the fact its 1 bad experience, people don't tell stories about the 
10000 times people don't have any issues because there isn't a story to tell. What is good 
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for the community (everyone in the community), should be the goal. Not catering to 
complaints of a minority. 

5019 I think the grass on the foreshore is different as I have seen, and been involved, in many 
near misses when dogs run into my path when Im on a bike. Theres added dangers on the 
foreshore. 

5019 I have a rescue dog who is timid. She has been chased and attacked by dogs not under 
effective control by their owners. She was on a lead when this happened - 4 times. She is 
so frightened now of going outside that I can only walk her near the river early in the 
morning when there is noone else around. 

5019 Dogs on the beach off leash are generally not under control, wander at will & dog faeces 
isn't picked up when dogs are running behind or at distance from owners. In the past my 
adult son has been bitten at the beach by an uncontrolled dog attacking his leashed dog & 
our grandchildren have been knocked over. When we had a dog if was harassed by dogs 
on many occasions. 

5019 I drive my granddaughter to school each morning so can't be on the beach until 9.30 am. 
This doesn't give me time to walk my dog with my friends off leash. My dog loves to go in 
the water. I have  issues with mobility so she needs to be off lead to have a proper run. I put 
her back on lead when there are small children and other dogs on lead. She is very friendly 
but I know she may frighten children due to her size. 

5020 Hanson Reserve - needs to be on-leash at all times in and around the area. Track bikes 
have no brakes and cannot stop for an unleashed dog 

5044 I travel from Campbelltown every weekend to let my dogs run on the Semaphore tonLargs 
stretch of beach. I work full time so a weekend sleeping would be lovely, but to be able to 
get down to the beach and finish their run before 10am is often a challenge. I would like to 
see a permanent all hours off leash stretch of beach so we can visit at anytime and take 
advantage of all the wonderful shops and business in the area once were finished. A 
permanent dog beach will also provide beach goers with options to go to another section if 
they do not want to be disturbed at all by off leash dogs. 

5082 The day light savings time in evening don't work of lead is very late and can still be lots of 
people. An off lead beach area people then know when they come its an off lead beach. 
Designated area much better for all. 

5082 No comments for beach areas. 

5082 We love to walk our dog at Semaphore beach. On the day light saving please allow dog off 
leash more than 10am to 8 pm. 

5083 I think the effective control is the problem. My did is scared of other dogs but fine if the don't 
bother him. However, lots of dogs of leash don't listen to their owners and "chase" my dog 
who is on leash. Also I had dogs jump on me, totally not ok. Not sure how this can be re-
inforced, hence I selected defined on and off leash areas. 
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5084 It would be great to be able to go to the beach in the summer time (particularly when there 
are still not many people around after school holidays or early mornings) and be able to 
have my dog off leash as he enjoys it much more 

5084 Dogs off leash that are under control generally don't bother others and dog owners are 
usually quite respectful of people around them. Many people like dogs whether they own 
their own or not and don't have a problem with dogs. 

5084 At times when there are very few people on the beach, there should be some room to move 
on access with off-leash dogs.  There are many weekdays when the weather is not good for 
swimming that the beach is very underutilized which seems a bit of a shame. 

5084 I feel nervous when dogs approach me as I've been attacked before. I also feel like dog 
owners assume everyone else also loves their dog. I definately won't go to a park if there is 
a dog there. Dogs and their owners should be allowed to enjoy off leash time, under 
controlled conditions. Plus, reinforce dog toilet compliance. There isn't much worse then 
dog poo in a public space. 

5084 There is no unleash area or park near my home. The Dogs SA occupies a big area and I 
think it should allow public access at least at selected times. 

5084 Allowing dogs to run free in UNFENCED parks is dangerous. I have seen dogs run from the 
park in Leader Ave KILBURN onto the road and in front of traffic. 

5084 Owners should be responsible for dog at all times, and ensure they are not causing any 
problems for other park users. 

5084 As a previous dog owner I am really supportive of families walking their dogs at public open 
spaces. The biggest challenge I see is that there are many occasions where dog owners do 
not necessarily take the appropriate precaution/responsibility to oversee their dogs and this 
creates extremely unsafe environment for the general community in particular younger 
children and our elderly members.  Our local park at Dingley Dell is a great open space 
area for families in the community, it is heavily used by both families for recreational 
purposes and also by dog owners to hold their gatherings which is great to see.  The 
challenge here is the space in which this occurs, I have had my children playing in the open 
space area, regularly step on dog faeces, dogs running after their soccer balls and towards 
them. On two occasions the dogs have damaged my children's balls - the owners were not 
able to control their dogs nor were they in my opinion taking ownership for the damaged 
caused to the balls and to avoid confrontation the matter was left with distressed kids 
returning home.  We have also used the park over the years for family catch ups particularly 
during covid - dog owners have literally allowed their dogs to roam the park, walking freely 
walking through the set up area where there are young kids, food without any attempt to 
control their dogs - this caused significant anxiety for the children and the parents. Luckily in 
these incidences it was a relatively low value family asset and no injury to individuals 
however it shouldn't take an injury for a sensible and informed approach to be considered 
by Council. I would really like Council to consider either allocating set times where families 
can utilise the open space without needing to look out for dogs running around (dogs on 
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leash times) but balancing a time where there are allocated times for families with dogs that 
can run around the park freely (dogs off leash times) as I think this is also very important. 

5084 95% of dogs are well mannered, friendly and should not be persecuted because of the bad 
behaviours of a few. Family dogs are part of the Australian culture and are a big part of our 
families too. Its understandable that some people dont like dogs or have fear of animals, 
some to the point of hysteria, however if they were afraid of people then would the council 
opt to keep people at home? Keeping dogs out of public spaces is discrimination no 
different to not liking certain ethnicities or backgrounds. This topic is very important to me, I 
have a lovely family dog who we have trained well. I take her for walks with my daughters 
around the neighbourhood and we always go to our local park, Dingley Dell. There are 
sometimes other, mostly well mannered, dogs there too. Myself and other dog owners have 
been accosted by a certain few neighbours who dont want dogs at the park some of whom 
actually have dogs of their own but would not walk them or step foot in the park for any 
reason. We get together as a community and spend time in our local park respectively, 
thank you for your time 

5084 Dogs need to be under effective control and not running near bathing children. Fines need 
to be issued to dogs off leash at the wrong times 

5084 We have lived next to Barton Reserve for 20 years. Majority of dog users let dogs free roam 
while owners do laps of the park. The dogs poo and owners dont see it.  School children 
and other park users continually stepping in poo. Ive seen numerous dog fights over the 
years which is extremely upsetting also. Take dogs to designated enclosed dog parks 

5085 In relation to the dog park at LJ Lewis Reserve: 
- lights are required to increase visibility during winter when attending the dog park after 
work 
- Public toilets are required closer to the park for safety 
- the chair in the individual dog area needs to be moved to stop the dogs from congregating 
at the junction of the three areas 
-  Signage needs to be moved so you can see which area you're going into before being in 
the transition area 
- Small dog area needs more signage to stop big dogs from walking through the area 
At the beach, it would be helpful if dogs could be off-leash after 7pm as towards the end of 
daylight savings it's dark by 8pm. 

5085 Council people who could give a fine to dog owners who dont pick up their dogs poo. 

5085 Dogs off leash might be friendly but my on leash dog may not be when approached by an 
off leash dog 

5085 if you have effective control of your dog, you should have the option of having them off 
leash when it is safe to do so 

5085 There are places where dogs are walked every day & get to know the other dogs regularly 
walking in that same area.  They get to know each other & get on just fine.  Where dogs 
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only go occasionally it's best if they're on leads until they gradually get to know the other 
dogs 

5085 Dogs need large spaces to run free and enjoy. E.g. beach or open parkland. A lot of dog 
parks even those that seperate large and small dogs are too small for beneficial exercise to 
both the owners and the dogs. My 6 kg dogs have walked up to 6 km. 

5085 We do need dog parks in Lightview area. At the moment we have none. Thank you 

5085 As a veterinary professional I see many people walk their dogs off lead around Enfiled and 
its surrounding streets. These owners have inadequate control of their dogs off lead (lack of 
recall and ability to control behaviours). This is very dangerous/hazardous to any other 
dogs that are walking on lead in the area, as well as young children and mothers walking 
with their babies in prams in and around the suburb. 

5085 Dogs should have specific off leash and on leash areas. Ideally the off leash areas should 
be gated to ensure safety.  
It is different to determine exactly what good control is when most dogs are untrained, 
poorly trained or people are unaware of their dogs behaviour. It is unsafe for dogs to be off 
leash in any public area which isnt zoned and gated. It can get dangerous quickly, be it with 
children, or other dogs and animals as it can be unpredictable how they will behave in 
different settings, stressors and environments and a lot of people arent aware of this. By 
having zones this ensures people and their animals wont get caught up in situations which 
may be dangerous if they choose not to. I have seen too many situations where dogs have 
been off leash and poorly controlled in highly frequented public areas. I feel this area could 
do with more gated areas for dogs to run around freely in without interrupting others. This 
should apply to beaches, parks and streets. 

5085 I think we need to trust the dog owners judgement as to whether they should be on or off 
leash. Dog owners need to be responsible and train their dogs and know when and where 
they need to put them on their leash, for example when very few people are around the dog 
can be off the leash but when there is large gatherings such as picnics then it might be 
more appropriate to put the dog on the leash. I think rather than making black and white 
rules for these types of things that it is more appropriate to have a guideline. 

5085 If dog has a obiedience cert , therefore they come to you when called it's okay to be off 
lease,  but when no control at all on the dog must be on leash all the time. 

5085 Somerset Reserve is the BEST off leash area for dogs to run, being fully fenced and having  
sufficient shade. It is not cluttered with ramps and tunnels as are other dog only areas 
(LJLewis, Jack Watkins and Broadview) and allows the dogs to run and play safely. There 
is ample space to allow separation if required during training. Dog parks are mostly too 
small and cluttered for dogs who like to run and Jack Watkins park has little shade. LJLewis 
park although nice, offers only small areas and many local users have aggressive dogs that 
are not controlled. I have found that most of the owners of dogs at Somerset reserve are 
members of the Sunday classes of Gepps Cross Dog Training and are responsible owners 
and the owners can interact while dogs are playing. There is water available although some 
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work is needed to reduce the big muddy pit that makes it difficult to get to the tap - perhaps 
something like the North Adelaide water supply where excess water can run off safely. The 
Poo bags are dreadful and I like to use my own to avoid the impossible task of unrolling the 
bag from the dispenser and the mess of having the bag disintegrate when trying to pick up 
droppings. I like to use the cemetery bags provided which are degradeable and eco-
friendly. There are very few fenced areas where dogs can be allowed to run off leash safely 
and Somerset reserve remains my favourite. I hope it is never reduced/removed to satisfy 
money grabbing individuals who ignore the importance of open spaces for residents and 
their dogs. 

5085 It is very hard for a dog to behave when off a leash when there are other dogs on leashes 
in the same vicinity. 

5085 There needs to be signage to alert both dog owners and the rest of the public as the the 
nature of the park and any restrictions. 

5085 I would like Somerset reserve, clearview,  to remain an off leash area. Owners are 
responsible and keep their dog on leash if required 

5085 Dogs need to be allowed to be off lease. It is expected that dogs are trained so that the 
people who have a well-behaved dogs are not punished for the negligence and laziness of 
others. It is the people that need to be addressed and removed not the dogs. 

5085 Need a dog park in the Lightsview area please. 

5085 I do not have a problem with responsible owners having their dog off a lead, as long as the 
dog obeys commands and comes when called. 

5085 Having only had a dog for the past year I am Keen on the defined times on beaches, as this 
allows dog owners to have dogs off leash before the beach fills with families and other 
beach users. We often walk our dog along the beach early mornings and have enjoyed our 
dog being off lead and interacting with other dogs. Before we had a dog and As a parent I 
was always nervous when seeing dogs off lead. So defined times in my opinion rally does 
work very very well with all parties happy. 

5085 Need enclosed dog area in lightsview so many grassed areas not being used 

5085 Dog owners are responsible, by law, for all dogs actions. This to be added at all parks. 

5085 Would be good to have reserves, beaches clearly marked on or off leash.  Everyone can 
make an informed decision if rules are understood 

5085 My partner and I would love to see more off leash parks/reserves (other than dog parks) in 
our area. In particular we'd love to see Stockade Botanical Park become an off leash park, 
as our dogs love it there and we'd love for them to be able to run around freely. We would 
also like our dogs to be able to be off leash at the beach at all times, not just before 10am 
and after 8pm. 

5085 Agree that if dogs are off leash even during off leash legal times they must be under 
effective control of owner/walker. 
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5085 There needs to be more enclosed dog parks in this council area. Also watching of 
disobedient dogs off leash with appropriate fines 

5085 Having specific times excludes owners from being able to enjoy their pet off leash. Having 
specific areas designated as off lead dog areas gives us an option for being able to enjoy 
spaces at all times of the day 

5085 Restricting time allowed for off leash activity makes it nearly impossible to take our dog to 
the beach which she loves. A well trained dog behaves no matter the time of day and 
should be allowed on the beach. However the concept of dedicated spaces for this is a 
good idea so people that are not comfortable with dogs have a space to enjoy at the same 
time. 

5086 Dogs should be allowed off leash as long as dogs are under effective control of the owner. 
Dogs should be on leash in parks and grounds  only when any organized play or function is 
in progress. 

5086 It would be fantastic to be able to take my dog to a beach closer than West Beach or O 
Sullivan for a run & off lead play. Im older & its a long way to drive, both in distance & in 
heavy traffic.  Thanks 

5086 Beaches within PAE should have litter bins every 400m or so, like Charles Sturt, up near 
the high tide level. It is most inconvenient to carry a full doggy bag from Largs Jetty to 
Semaphore Jetty and back again. 

5086 There should be greater controls or messaging around off leash areas. Many residents feel 
that off leash areas mean their dogs are able to run free and annoy or impact on other 
users without being under effective control 
 
I would recommend making any park that have open children's play areas leashed parks as 
parents are either watching their children and not paying attention to their dogs or again 
dogs that aren't under effective control do annoy kids. 

5086 We have encountered supposedly untrained dogs not on leash in the park/reserve. Our dog 
has been attacked before and encountering this may traumatise both the owner and the 
dog. 

5086 Daylight savings is warm weather when beaches are popular so on lead is ideal with and 
offf-leash area as well.  
Then let winter autumn months be off leash as per the norm 

5086 It would be great to see more secure/gated designated dog parks in the PAE area. 

5086 I have dogs that have been on leash and 3 times other dogs have run up and attached my 
dogs . It is frightening for myself let alone for the dogs who are behaving and just going for 
a walk 

5086 A friendly dog needs to be treated differently than a territorial dog, so please include that in 
your by-law 
a dog off leash that goes up to a person to greet them without touching the person needs a 
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different resolution than a dog that attacks other dogs, even though the person approached 
by the dog may feel threatened 

5086 I often take my dog to the beach and let her off leash, but if another dog is around I put her 
on the lead. Alot of this should be common sense, but unfortunately these days the younger 
people dont have this quality. 

5086 Harsher penalties for those who do not effectively and respectfully control their pet. 

5086 I love my dogs, but I understand not everyone does. 
Dogs should be on leash in busy pedestrian areas. 

5086 Very annoyed at peoples dogs who are off lead and run at myself & my dog who is on lead. 
It would be ok if they had control of their dog but majority don't 

5086 Not worth the risk of having dogs off leads and theres dog parks for that. At Harry Weirda 
reserve in Oakden theres always big dogs off lead and makes it scary to walk my little dog 
and I see elderly residents in fear for their dogs too. 

5086 I think there should be stronger rules around bigger sized dogs. The damage that a crazy 
small dogs can cause is limited, but a medium to large dogs can cause so much more 
damages, even if they are just playing. Unless the dog owners can control their dogs, it is 
for their dogs' interest to not let them off the leash, unless it is a limited area with no other 
dogs around. 

5086 I think if a dog is boustrous or snappy while out with owner should always be on leash and 
wearing a muzzle while in public.This would prevent a lot of aggravation between owners if 
there was an incident. 

5086 Signage in local parks with clear rules are needed, alot of people let their dogs off leash all 
through the day and alot of the dogs don't have strong recall and its really unfair to 
everyone else who goes there and has random dogs run up to them 

5086 As much as its nice to give dogs freedom it doesnt mean people have trained their dogs 
sufficiently as to not be a risk to people, other dogs or themselves. Perhaps more off leash 
parks instead of letting them off the leash 

5086 Please have more defined off leash areas as well as signage so people know the rules. Alot 
of people dont know that off leash means you still have to have you dog under control. 

5087 There should be more off lead beaches 

5087 I am completely against fenced-in dog parks. This is an outdated mode of allowing dogs to 
interact together. Dog parks create more problems than solve them and encourages use by 
owners with poorly socialised dogs who think it's OK to let their out of control animals run 
wild within the contained area. Councils should invest in creating a culture of responsible 
dog ownership producing well trained, well socialised dogs who can be on or off-leash and 
under good control. So instead of spending lots of money putting up fences, perhaps divert 
this money to providing free or subsidised dog training that must be completed before being 
able to register your animal. And while on the subject of animals in public spaces, the 
Council should also consider mandating 24 hour containment of cats, who are destructive 
to our environment and wildlife. Dogs are not allowed to roam at large and neither should 
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cats be allowed.  It is hoped this survey will actually create action rather than gather dust on 
the server. 

5087 I think there needs to be clear definition of 'effective control' I feel that there needs to be 
clearer and more signage about expectations of where and when dogs are able to be off 
leash as well as effective control.  
My dogs and I have been the victims of several dogs who have rushed up to us in a 
frightening manner,  I am reluctant to call the dogs aggressive as I do not like to label, but 
four times my little greyhound has been attacked by smaller dogs who, according to their 
owners think they are a big dog in a small package and of no consequence; we have also 
been the subject of numerous close calls with other dogs who have been off lead and the 
owners either not in sight or quite a distance away. I understand that some of our 
challenges are difficult for Council to police or control, but on two occasions when dogs 
have rushed up barking to us, council workers have witnessed these encounters but not 
responded. I believe educating owners, members of the community about dogs' needs, 
behavior, and particularly the impact they can have when a dog comes rushing up barking 
at another. I am sure you know, that even though the dog may not be physically hurt, the 
psychological impact can be quite harmful and long lasting.  
I do appreciate this opportunity to express my views and concerns. 

5087 I appreciate the amount of off-leash area provided for dogs in PAE, especially along Linear 
Park. Signage indicating that dogs are allowed to be off-lead in the green areas would be 
appreciated as I've been harassed for walking my dog off-lead in those areas. 

5087 Off lead dogs should be under complete control of the Adult handler and not bother other 
beach users 

5087 In every way, all sides need to be considered and it is important to not exclude dog owners 
who enjoy taking their furry friends out but also to be fair to others. Defined areas and more 
defined dog parks are certainly important 

5087 Council should provide more off-leash areas for dogs such as parks etc. 

5087 In public places all dogs should be on leash 

5087 City of TTG has defined portions of Linear Park where dogs are allowed off leash (I mean 
portions of the paved path not just ovals off to the side of the track). I would like defined 
portions of Linear Park in PAE to offer off leash too. This is very handy for people with 
working dogs that are well behaved and need to run. 

5087 We walk our dog along linear park by the river running by Windsor gardens, and frequently 
encounter unleashed dogs, within the specific on-leash only areas, how can this be 
addressed? Perhaps dog owners in the area need reminding of the rules and any potential 
fines applicable for rules broken. 

5087 Create more dog park, so that we can take our dog off-the-leash without scaring people. 

5087 There's not enough defined off-leash areas, particularly around the Linear Park. 
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5089 In relation to the dog park at LJ Lewis Reserve: 
 
- lights are required to increase visibility during winter when attending the dog park after 
work 
- Public toilets are required closer to the park for safety, toilet are far and unsafe. 
- the chair in the individual dog area needs to be moved to stop the dogs from congregating 
at the junction of the three areas 
-  Signage needs to be moved so you can see which area you're going into before being in 
the transition area (the signs need to are not on the correct side of gate) 
- Small dog area needs more signage to stop big dogs from walking through the area 
 
At the beach, it would be helpful if dogs could be off-leash after 7pm as towards the end of 
daylight savings it's dark by 8pm. 

5090 Owners should be encouraged to engage in basic training so they have effective control 
over their dogs that everyone can enjoy off lead areas. It is difficult to find areas where my 
dogs can run free and exercise, especially being Border Collie X breeds. As my pets are 
family members I wish for them to enjoy life to the fullest and that is what I intend to do. My 
dogs love running on the beach and thoroughly enjoy playing with others. Dogs behave 
instinctively well in packs and I have yet to see an issue on the beach (been dozens and 
dozens of times). Please don't restrict the few off lead areas we have, my dogs love their 
runs and engagement. There are often regulars who walk their dogs almost every day and 
we all enjoy passing each other and having our dogs engage, again I've never seen an 
incident. I can recall my dogs. I would keep them on lead on the grass foreshore because of 
traffic and so others can feel comfortable in that space. 

5090 dogs need to be well socialised as well, but those that are should be free to enjoy it, they're 
better behaved than most kids 

5092 My puppy barks at cars and therefore she needs to be walked in parks etc. Off lead 
socializing is critical and conducive to a better more sociable dog. 

5093 Thomas Turner Reserve  we are happy with the hours off leash /on leash as they are .,  we 
have a great doggy community here NO change required  thank you 

5093 Well behaved dogs should be allowed to run free, walks on leash is no exercise for a dog, 
especially larger dogs 

5093 I don't take my dog to the beach so I have no experience in this area 

5093 Would like more signage re on/off leash times along the Dry Creek Trails in Valley View. 
Tired of my dogs being rushed at by off leash dogs not under effective control. 

5093 I think there should be greater penalties for breaches. Our local track has defined periods of 
off leash time and people never adhere. Our dog is not able to go off leash and is regularly 
approached by off leash dogs when walking. We have been lucky to avoid an incident as 
yet. 
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5093 Too many people ignore the rule to have dogs on leash, too many small dogs killed, 
therefore we only walk our dogs on leash in cemeterys. 

5093 I love the grassed Dog Park at Northfield. Its such a nice place for dogs and owners to hang 
out 

5093 I am an advocate for on-leash dog engagements only due to the unpredictable nature and 
diversity of dog behaviour and training. I also feel it is essential for education that a dog 
may be on leash because it is reactive in nature or in gradual exposure training to reduce 
reactivity and an off-leash dog may approach the on-leash dog without control. I am also 
mindful that off-leash dogs aren't always suitable to be off leash and lack of owner 
education/understanding of other dog behaviour/ owner and dog training/breed specifics 
are so diverse that on-leash is safest for both dogs, dog owners and the wider community. 
However, I support appropriate long leash use (e.g. 5m or 10m) in applicable areas (e.g. 
open reserves and semi-populated beaches) as a mitigation strategy to support a balance 
of both. 

5098 I enjoy bringing my dog in the evening but I would like to have the 8pm time during summer 
moved to perhaps 7 as after 8 isnt always long enough before the sun sets. As a single 
lady I dont always feel comfortable leaving the beach in the dark. I love the fact that in 
winter we can bring our dogs at any time of the day and be off leash. 

5112 Would like to know if you would consider having off leash for dogs from the Largs beach to 
Nth Haven during the summer. 

5114 I think there should be one decent long stretch of beach, eg. Largs to north haven where 
dogs are allowed off lead.  The rest of the beaches could remain with the current before 
10am after 8pm in daylight savings.  Semaphore Beach is way too busy during the day to 
have dogs running off lead especially up on the grassed areas. 

5117 A dedicated dogs off lead at all timesarea would be fabulous.   
This works well at Oullivans and Maslins beach. I regularly use the beach to walk my dogs - 
it would be so much easier to be able to choose more suitable times and to know that my 
dogs would be welcome! 

5125 I believe if your dog is under effective control off lead it should be able to walk on beaches 
at all times. I make sure my dog is put on lead around other dogs on lead and children. 

5159 Ideal spot for all day off leash would be North of Largs Sailing Club. Mainly used by dog 
walkers anyway as not patrolled or popular spot to hang out. Also please put some yellow 
bins on the beach for rubbish etc 

5351 If the zones are defined, the rules are clear. 
My family travelled weekly to Semaphore until a vicious dog attack in May last year.  
We no longer visit Adelaide beaches, this off leash dog has changed our life style. I won't 
risk this again. 

5355 I feel a permanent designated off leash area is an invaluable asset to any council area. 

5453 We walk daily from Point Malcolm to Semaphore Road and rarely come across any issues. 
If our dog is off the leash, we are mindful of whats happening around us and will put on the 
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lead if approaching something in which our dog may reach to, albeit in a curious or friendly 
manner. We wont allow our dog to impact other beach/esplanade users ie. bike riders, 
other dogs on a leash that may not be social, families picnicking etc. As daily users, I would 
not like to be prohibited from walking our dogs off the lead in certain areas. We adhere to 
the times, and strongly feel that it is important to us to maintain our daily walks. It is the 
responsibility of the dog owner and all other users to be responsible.  The biggest hazards 
weve come across is not other dogs but bike/scooter users that use the path at great 
speeds, and approach without warning, occasionally not allowing enough time to move the 
dog safely off the path, this has occurred when the dog has been on and off the lead. Its 
comes down to consideration all round. 

 Off lead areas need to be secure so those that are fenced ( with fences maintained) are 
excellent eg John Hart Reserve and Almond Flat Reserve. A model of excellence to follow 
in creating a dog park area is the L.J.Lewis dog park at Northfield. It has 3 seperate areas 
allowing dogs to exercise safely according to their size, temperament and special needs (eg 
injury management) yet have all the benefits of socialization (dogs and owners!). Individual 
water fountains, safe gateway enclosures, bins/dispensers, shade, seating, signage and a 
magnificent outlook over other community use facilities. At the same time, it is a simple 
uncomplicated layout. Almond Flat is a large area which lends itself to such development. It 
is already well used by locals who would still have a large area and sports field  but it would 
enable another group of users who currently find it hard to find a  space because they need 
a more secure environment for their dogs to exercise and socialise .   
Designated times would allow organized sport and casual use to co exist as currently 
occurs. 

 For responsible ownership would not want to see a restriction to off lease access 

 Dogs must be under control and not roaming without supervision especially in areas that 
have children playing. 

 I would recommend the largs bay beach area from the Carpark north side of the largs Bay 
sailing club to the north, ending at the North Haven Breakwater become off leash area at all 
times. This area of the beach is very underpopulated by general swimmers, beach goes 
and family groups and would provide more accessability for dog owners to exercise over a 
greater period of time with out risk of unnecessary fines. 
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